Wonolo is an on-demand staffing platform enabling businesses to fill immediate labor needs. Our mission? Bring flexible and fulfilling work to everyone. That means flexibility for businesses to manage unpredictability and for workers to find jobs in the gig economy.

Backed by Coca-Cola Company’s Founders program, Wonolo set out to solve a billion dollar problem faced by Coke and many enterprises – managing variable demand. Launching in 2014 in the San Francisco Bay Area, Wonolo built a community of readily available workers to meet demand. Other investors include Sequoia Capital and Bain Capital Ventures.

**Stats & Benefits**

- **90% AVG FILL RATE**
- **4 MINS AVG TIME-TO-FILL**
- **4.9/5 AVG PERF. RATING**

**SAVE TIME**
Post a job in seconds and get smart-matched with workers in minutes.

**EASY PROCESSING**
Background checks, compliance tracking, payroll, etc. are built-in.

**REDUCE COSTS**
No upfront fees - and only pay when a job is successfully completed.

**MITIGATE RISKS**
All jobs on Wonolo are insured, including General Liability.

**History**


Wonolo is the future of work.
“It was great knowing that at any moment, when an unknown came up, I could shine the ‘bat signal’ and have as many Wonoloers I needed.”
- Chris Bordeaux, Techweek

“Every Wonoloer had not only been vetted by Wonolo, but rated by other companies for whom they completed similar jobs. This was a game-changer.”
- Helen L., Thistle

“How quickly we’re able to fill jobs through Wonolo has been a pleasant surprise. Our company’s openness to change has gone up since working with Wonolo.”
- Richard Shaffer, Colonial Life